Mini-Survey: Top BDs of 2016 – Part II
Last week, we identified and began surveying the 2016 Award records of the five brokerdealers (BDs) with the largest number of Awards that year, with special attention on
Customer-Member Awards, and compared the results to those of the similar survey we did
for 2015 with respect to the same BDs’ Awards. This week, we finish our survey, focusing on
the five top BDs’ use of inside and outside counsel.

As we noted last week, these five BDs, in order of Award frequency, are: Morgan Stanley
(106), Wells Fargo Advisors (101), UBS Financial (67), Merrill Lynch (57) and Ameriprise
Financial (37). They were also the five BDs with the most Awards in 2015 (ed: a sixth BD
that we covered in 2015, TD Ameritrade, did not have enough Awards to qualify).

Inside/Outside Counsel

Whenever a BD must arbitrate, it has the choice of using its own corporate counsel (inside
counsel or ISC) or retaining a private law firm (outside counsel or OSC) to appear on its
behalf. We were unable to identify the counsel in only one Award of the 368 surveyed (an
intra-industry case in which Merrill Lynch was a respondent, but did not enter an
appearance). The chart below shows the number of times each BD in our survey used “ISC”
and “OSC” counsel and the context in which they served (the named BD as respondent in
Customer-Member, Small Claims and Intra-Industry cases and the named BD as claimant).

KEY TO CHART: The numbers in the Chart represent the number of times that a brokerdealer employed either inside counsel (ISC) or outside counsel (OSC) in FINRA Awards
issued in 2016. The column headings describe in which capacity (claimant or respondent)
the broker-dealer appears as a party and, where it is a respondent, the type of dispute in
which it is named. (ed: For the reason that the total number of Morgan Stanley Awards as
shown on the Chart is greater than its actual number of Awards, see the comments below.)

The Chart above shows a variety of patterns in counsel assignments. Merrill Lynch and UBS
relied heavily on OSC, regardless of context; that was also the case in 2015. Morgan Stanley
leaned heavily on OSC in defending industry-initiated cases and exclusively on ISC in Small
Claims cases, but used both in Customer-Member cases and as a claimant (though with a
strong preference for OSC in the latter set of cases); the same pattern applied in 2015.
Wells Fargo mainly used ISC in customer-initiated cases, but displayed a less lopsided
preference for OSC in intra-industry cases; the same could be said in 2015. Finally,
Ameriprise relied on ISC in Small Claims, used OSC more often than ISC when it was a
claimant and tended to split the labor more evenly when it was defending either a
Customer-Member or an intra-industry case. The only difference in 2015 was that the BD
displayed only a slight preference for OSC when it was a claimant.

(ed: *Morgan Stanley was unique among the five BDs in that inside and outside counsel
entered joint appearances in four cases resulting in 2016 Awards, three Customer-Member
and one Member-Employee. No other BD in our survey used both in any Award, either
jointly or by replacing one set with another. **Wells Fargo brought the only two Member-

Customer cases in the survey; one, prosecuted by ISC and the other by OSC, are both
included in Wells Fargo’s “BD as Cs” category.)

Like what you see here?

Twice a week we present blog posts consisting of one write-up from each of our two flagship
weekly online Alert services. Consider a subscription to these publications to receive the full
array of coverage right on your desktop every week. Give it a try and sign up for a free trial
to the Securities Arbitration Alert and the Securities Litigation Alert.

